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Despite believing he was bionic as a child, Ira Rainey was far from an elite athlete with
superhuman running abilities like the ones he read about in books. He was in fact an overweight
and unfit slacker who felt a bit sorry for himself because he had sore feet.Sure he ran a bit, but
he also sat around a lot and ate and drank too much. Why? Because he could, and because he
was a delusional optimist who thought everything would always be just fine.That was until a
friend was diagnosed with terminal cancer and given months to live. It was an event that would
push Ira to tackle his apathy towards life and take on the challenge of becoming an
ultramarathon runner, pushing himself to go further than he had ever gone before.Fat Man to
Green Man is a warm and humorous account of one man’s quest to uncover his true super
powers as he journeys from fat to fit and covering everything that came between the two.It is a
story of fields and friendships; mud and maps; but more importantly learning how to push
yourself to achieve what you would never believe you could – and how to deal with the
consequences.It is a story of fields and friendships; mud and maps; but more importantly
learning how to push yourself to achieve what you would never believe you could – and how to
deal with the consequences." An inspirational story of how the seemingly impossible can
cometrue. A must-read for anyone looking to make a positive change"Dean KarnazesWorld-
renowned endurance athlete and NY Times bestselling author

About the AuthorIra Rainey has had a number of jobs including stand-up comedian. He now
works in IT and is an avid author and Blogger. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Fat Man to Green ManFrom unfit to ultramarathon:A tale of bionics, bumblebees and bearsIra
Rainey“An inspirational story of how the seemingly impossible can come true. A must-read for
anyone looking to make a positive change.”Dean KarnazesWorld-renowned endurance athlete
and NY Times bestselling author“The ending? It’s not what you will expect, but it will see you re-
appraise everything in life you thought was certain.”Running Fitness Magazine“An inspirational
tale of Ira’s battle with inner demons and ill health.”Trail Running Magazine“At times laugh-out-
loud funny, at others quite poignant.”ultrarunnerpodcast.com“Rainey’s writing style appears to
chime well with his running style; both are laid-back and casual.”runningmonkey.co.uk“Karnazes
taught us about what it takes to be at the very top of ultra running, wowing us in the process
while Ira, inspired by Dean, gives us an insight of ultra running that the rest of us could aspire
to.”therunningstories.com“An intriguing, funny and sometimes poignant account of his long-
distance running experience.”Bristol Post“One man’s inspirational race to fitness.”Bath
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and inspiration. Rest well.Prologue“If you have a body, you are an athlete.” – Bill
BowermanSitting around in shorts basking in the warm Lanzarote sun was always going to be a
preferable way to spend the final week of tapering after a number of months hard winter training
in the UK. Whilst winding your mileage down to almost nothing before a big race is generally
considered good practise, it also has the bizarre side-effect of making you feel extremely
lethargic and convincing you that you’ve completely forgotten how to run. Quite how hundreds of
miles and months of running could be mentally cancelled out by a few of days lying poolside with
a paperback I’m not quite sure, but by midweek my legs felt distinctly wooden. I decided to try
and shake the feeling by going out for a short jog around the resort, taking random left and right
turns, heading off in the general direction of the coast in search of the sea. After a couple of
miles, distracted by picturesque palm trees and gleaming white apartment buildings, I found
myself in the centre of an exclusive gated complex where a group of leathery looking people
were placing towels on sun loungers at eight o’clock in the morning. I stood around momentarily
looking for a way down onto the paved promenade I could see outside but all the gates I
approached were locked. As I ran around the numerous pools looking for an exit, to looks of
concern and confusion from the leather people, I spotted a couple of security guards walking in
my general direction – casually, yet with a distinct sense of purpose: nonchalant yet menacing.



Looking around swiftly and with a mild sense of self-imposed panic I spy what looks like the
lowest section of wall to enable my escape onto the footpath below and ploughed through the
black volcanic gravel flowerbeds towards the drop. Despite not being the highest part of the
perimeter it was still at least a six foot drop to freedom but looking back and seeing the secret
apartment police closing in, I took a breath and threw myself off the wall with all the gentle
abandon of a fugitive who didn’t really want to hurt himself, and ran off towards the harbour at
enough of a pace to put distance between me and the authorities without actually running too
hard – I was after all supposed to be trying to rest for the week.Further down the promenade and
safe from arrest I stopped and sat on a set of steps leading down from the walkway to a small
sandy beach, looking out over the Strait of La Bocaina towards Fuerteventura. I don’t know why
watching waves lap up against a shore makes you to pause and contemplate, maybe it’s the
hypnotic white noise of the water crashing down onto the beach and sliding back out again that
lulls you into a trance, or maybe it’s a simple realisation that unless you’re a pretty strong
swimmer you’ve escaped just about as far as you can and all you can do now is sit there and
face up to what’s going on inside your head.The power of mobile internet (together with the
European Union capping of roaming data rates) made the fact that I was over sixteen-hundred
miles from home a total irrelevance to keeping in touch with the world, allowing me to do so as
easily from the beach as if I was sat at home in Bristol. I skimmed through the inbox on my
phone and spotted an unread email letting me know that somebody else had just donated some
of their hard-earned cash through my online charity page. The notification emails had become
more frequent in recent days as the event was drawing near, highlighting the charitable
generosity of friends and family, work colleagues and even complete strangers. The one
common thread tying them all together being me – an eternally delusional optimist with an
impending challenge that was making even my most experienced running friends offer up their
praise and admiration, whilst simultaneously shaking their heads in disbelief. I contemplated the
messages of luck and goodwill that had been rolling in and who they are from. Words like “awe”
and “inspiration” seemed to be being bandied around with far more frequency than I had seen
before, certainly when people were talking about me anyway. Being a delusional optimist meant
that a lack of self-confidence wasn’t something I often experienced, but as I sat there looking out
over the calm blue stretch of water a sudden wave of doubt washed over me – had I completely
underestimated the whole thing? Had my pathological inability to see myself fail gone too far this
time? For the first time in six months I sat and really thought about the upcoming weekend and
whether I had actually taken on something that was just too big. Something that blind faith in
yourself alone won’t get you through. But this is what I do, time and again, whether I like it or not
that is how my brain works. I jump into things with a reckless hopeful idealism and without fully
thinking at all about the finer details until much closer to the time.A friend of mine once told me
after her triple heart bypass operation that she had learnt to “not sweat the small stuff” and I
guess that’s what I do, I don’t sweat stuff, largely by just not really thinking about anything. That’s
all fine when the stuff you’re not thinking about is only small but with just three days to go until I



was due to run sixty miles over little more than a twenty-four hour period, I was really beginning
to wonder if I should have maybe sweated it all a little bit more.1. Stronger, Faster, Fatter“Life is
too short to have anything but delusional notions about yourself.” – Gene SimmonsSunday
morning runs were often just as much about a social and a natter as they were about notching
up miles and nobody liked to talk more than Phil. A long-time friend and considerably better
runner than me, Phil Westlake and I would arrange to meet every Sunday without fail. If I ever
had any thoughts of slacking off and staying in bed I knew they would be fruitless, as he
tolerated no excuses. When it’s below zero and lashing down with rain, training with somebody
so committed – and there were times I thought he really should be – meant you just got out and
did it whatever the weather. It was character building apparently, “once you’re wet, you’re wet” I
was always told and you just can’t argue with logic like that.We'd normally head out around the
lanes, parks and footpaths of Bristol and the surrounding area for about an hour or two,
pounding out loosely planned routes generally devised long before GPS or online mapping. In
between the weekly catch-up I would often be regaled with recycled anecdotes of races past.
Like the time his long-suffering wife Anita was beaten in a sprint finish by Rupert the Bear, or the
race in Eastville Park where a guy turned up late and raced in his work trousers and shirt. There
were many stories to tell and over the years I’d heard them all – countless times. But as a true
friend and good listener I never let that be known, just nodding and agreeing in the right places
seemed the proper thing to do. Sometimes I might fill in some minor detail he couldn’t recall but
only to expedite the tale, although he never noticed.Today though was a different conversation.
Today it was all about a book he'd read recently about a runner who ran ultramarathons,
whatever they were. I could tell from the raised tone and excited inflection of his voice as he was
talking that he was clearly quite taken aback by what he'd read. “And he carried on running
through the night scoffing pizza and cheesecake he'd had delivered to him whilst he was out
running!” Phil exclaimed. It was December 2010 and on the strength of that statement alone I
made sure Ultramarathon Man by Dean Karnazes was mentioned in my letter to Santa. I’d never
heard of Karnazes before and I wasn’t entirely sure what an ultramarathon was but it sounded
like it was worth a read. From the moment I picked up the book on Christmas Day I became
engrossed in tales of epic challenges such as the Western States 100 and the Badwater
Ultramarathon. Despite my almost remedial reading speed and the fact that I spent a large part
of the day gorging on seasonal fare followed by settling down to the obligatory Doctor Who
Christmas special, I had finished it cover to cover by Boxing Day. It was incredible reading.
Karnazes was some kind of running savant who tucked his kids up in bed and then went out and
ran huge distances through the night before rocking up to work the next morning. He ran in races
hundreds of miles long, across snow and through deserts and wrote about it all in a very
accessible way.Earlier that year I had watched a BBC documentary about the comedian Eddie
Izzard who ran forty-three marathons in fifty-one days for Sport Relief, despite having never
really run before. It was a truly remarkable undertaking that raised over a million pounds for
charity, but this ultrarunning lark Karnazes wrote about was something else again, raising the



whole thing to another level. Take the Badwater Ultramarathon for example. Billed as the world’s
toughest foot race, it is 135 miles long and runs through Death Valley, California – officially the
hottest place on Earth – in the height of summer. To top that off it also finishes with a climb of
8360 feet just to make it a bit more interesting. Karnazes won this race in 2004 – aged forty-one
– in a time of 27 hours, 22 minutes and 48 seconds. But there’s no big prize money on offer at
Badwater. Other than a t-shirt for finishing, the only award is a paltry commemorative belt buckle
– which, as shiny and lovely as it is, doesn’t even come with a belt attached – and even that
requires a sub forty-eight hour finish. The book opened my eyes to a world of running that I knew
nothing about. It was one full of insanely long races completed by runners with otherworldly
levels of stamina and fitness. Distance running superheroes, only without the capes and masks.I
was no stranger to running, I’d been plugging away at it for a number of years, but I’d certainly
never really been what you would term an athlete, nor had I ever entertained the slightest notion
that I could tackle the Herculean challenges guys like Karnazes completed with their eyes
closed. Despite the fact that I loved Marvel comics when I was a kid and so wanted to be
superhuman, as much as I hoped and dreamed, it was very apparent from an early age that I
had no fantastic powers. Like many young comic fans I could often be found running around the
garden with one of my mum’s old curtains tied around my neck thinking I could fly, although
coincidentally only as far as I could jump. That kind of delusion was not uncommon for me when
I was young and although I never actually believed myself to have mutant powers or to have
been born on a far off planet, I did know that I was different to everybody else.I grew up in the
suburbs of Bristol, in a happy family where my parents weren’t violent, didn’t drink excessively
and nobody really got sick. It was all quite twee and uneventful. In fact you could’ve said we were
almost middle class if it wasn’t for the free school dinners, second-hand school uniform and a
10p slot meter for the electric. I was always a quiet and oblivious child, who lacked many real
friends. I had siblings and we got on OK, but my brother was always too young to be on my level
and my older sister was, well, a girl.It’s not that I wasn’t friendly with other kids, I tried to be, but
generally their parents thought I was unbalanced and a bad influence. I knew I wasn’t unhinged; I
was just different, because you see I was a robot. An amazingly realistic robot I had to admit, in
fact so realistic even I’d always be amazed at the sight of my own blood. My skin was soft to
touch, my hair was big and even from an early age I appeared to be gaining a tubby persuasion
– probably part of the reason I couldn’t fly I thought. Robots weren’t exactly commonplace in
Bristol in the 1970s; in fact the only other robot I knew of at the time was my only real friend
Hugo, who like me was convinced of his own mechanical status. Secretly though I knew he was
an imposter, mostly because he had bandy legs and all kids know nobody can bend metal. But I
had to humour him, as my mum said he was unbalanced.I never really told anyone about me
being a robot, mostly because as my parents never mentioned it I guessed it must have been
highly classified. To complicate matters further I wasn’t very magnetic, I couldn’t spin my head
right around and even though I did try drinking motor oil once it only made me ill. I figured it was
probably the wrong viscosity for the time of year. I was confused. Was I a robot or not? I was



convinced I was but I didn’t exactly fit the mould. Then – out of the blue – came the explanation I
so desperately needed. On my fifth birthday, September 12th 1974, I received a present that
explained everything. It wasn’t a book or a toy but simply the permission to stay up late and
watch television. There, on HTV at seven-thirty that fateful Wednesday evening I was presented
with my answer: The Six Million Dollar Man. “Steve Austin, a man barely alive. Gentleman, we
can rebuild him. We have the technology; we have the capability to make the world’s first bionic
man. Steve Austin will be that man, whether he likes it or not. Better than he was before, better,
stronger, faster.”All of a sudden everything was clear, that was it, I wasn’t a robot at all – I was
bionic. I was Ira Austin, Steve Rainey, Ira Lee Majors; I was the two and a half million pound*
bionic Bristolian boy. I sprinted out of the house on a new found lease of atomic energy and ran
at extreme speeds around our cul-de-sac until I had an asthma attack and passed out outside
the library. As I came around tucked up in bed, my mum tried to explain to me the dangers of
watching science fiction when you’re not old enough to realise it isn’t real, but I pretended not to
hear, which was quite a difficult task with bionic hearing.Despite my bionic implants I was never
sporty or particularly active at school and I certainly never ran. I suffered from a touch of asthma
at the time and whenever cross country came around I was often the one with a note from my
mum excusing me from joining in. I always assumed this was just to help keep my cover, as if I
ran around the school field at 60mph I could’ve been rumbled. This generally worked well for me,
other than the time I tried jumping over the racks in the bike shed while everyone else was
playing football. Trying to keep it steady so as to not jump too high and attract attention, I caught
my foot on a snapped-off upright stand, fell and gashed my right knee wide open. I ruined a
perfectly good pair of second-hand school trousers and ended up being carried by Mr Shannon,
our French teacher, to his car and then into A&E at Frenchay Hospital where I was graced with
five stitches. However that was in the early 1980s before health and safety had been invented,
so nobody really got into any trouble.It was as I moved through secondary school that I began to
suspect that my bionics might not be as real as I’d envisaged. What else could explain having to
wear National Health glasses and coming last in almost every athletics event I took part in? All of
a sudden growing up sucked. Without any form of robotic or bionic assistance I was just a
normal chubby kid with big hair who was crap at sport. So there and then I decided to do
something about it – I gave up. I gave up on sport and generally being outside, becoming a fully-
fledged computer nerd instead. The only exercise I entertained through most of the mid-1980s
was waggling a Quickshot joystick to destruction whilst playing Daley Thompson’s Decathlon on
the Commodore 64. My only exposure to real sport through those indoor years was the
spectacle that was Saturday afternoon wrestling on World of Sport with Dickie Davies. A world
where men were called Shirley, twenty stone was considered a lightweight and the term athlete
was stretching it about as far as the wrestlers’ leotards. Between that and the Sunday afternoon
darts quiz Bullseye, I figured I had the full spectrum of sport covered. They were dark years.It
wasn’t until many years later, at the start of the new millennium, that I actually bought myself a
pair of trainers and started to run. I had decided, out of the blue, to take on the Bristol Half



Marathon after seeing it advertised in the Bristol Evening Post, thinking it sounded like a bit of
fun. Hindsight is a wonderful thing and I can see now that I had absolutely no idea what I was
doing and no clue as to what I was letting myself in for. Fun is very definitely a misguided term
when it comes to running 13.1 miles. However, despite all the odds and just six weeks of half-
hearted and ill-considered training around the hilly streets of Totterdown, I somehow managed
to finish in 2 hours 6 minutes. The distinct lack of preparation however, coupled with the fact that
somebody twice my size stood on my foot as I was collecting my medal, made the mile walk
back home take almost half as long as the previous 13.1. It also consigned me to taking the lift
up one floor at work for the best part of two weeks. The whole experience put me right off
running. I wasn’t a runner; my big-boned non-bionic frame just wasn’t built for it. No, I just liked a
challenge and now it was accomplished I could happily slide back into my previous sloth-like
existence, and that is exactly what I did for a good few years, whilst eating and drinking aplenty. I
didn’t miss running at all, why would I? It was bloody hard work and it wasn’t like I was ever
going to win anything for my efforts. No, with the half marathon box ticked I threw my trainers into
the back of the cupboard and forgot all about them for a number of years. That was until the day I
caught sight of myself in a mirror and realised that I had started to resemble one of my wrestling
heroes of yesteryear. I may not have been called Shirley nor did I own a leotard, but I was
certainly starting to sport a stomach that would firmly test the stretchability of one. Not being a
gym or a diet kind of guy I fished around in the back of the cupboard and pulled out my cobweb-
laced trainers and started running again in a bid to try and manage my weight and fitness. That
was 2002 and for some inexplicable reason, I kind of stuck with it, running a few miles here and
there although nothing very serious. A few years later, after changing jobs and being unable to
plod around during my lunch hour, following a recommendation from Phil I semi-reluctantly
joined my local running club, Bitton Road Runners. Being a miserable bastard at heart, going
running with a group of strangers didn’t initially hold any appeal whatsoever. I wasn’t really
interested in the social or friendship element of being part of a club; I just wanted more
motivation to keep running, so I gave it a go. In the end, despite my best curmudgeonly efforts,
joining Bitton turned out to have the single biggest impact on my running to date. I met a whole
new group of perfectly normal like-minded people of all abilities; I ran more, trained better and
raced harder. Over the years that followed I ran in countless 5K and 10K races, fifteen half
marathons and completed three marathons. I even actually enjoyed some of them. I had now
become a proper runner.Seeing all that written down probably looks mildly impressive and you
would be entirely forgiven for thinking that after all those years pounding the roads, lanes and
running tracks of Bristol, that I was likely to be a slim, fit and healthy individual who took sport
and wellbeing very seriously; somebody who was moderate and careful about what they put into
their body, ensuring they didn’t do anything that would damage their performance or affect their
finely-tuned level of fitness. Well, if that was the case then this book would be something of a
non-starter. Whilst I like to think that I sort of took running a little bit seriously, the health and
fitness/body as a temple kind of stuff, not so much – alright, not at all. Whilst I was running, over



the years I had slowly slipped back into my old habits. The good intentions were there but the
implementation was half-hearted at very best.If I was honest I couldn’t say that I’d ever really
looked after my health very well. I’d never smoked or taken any kind of drugs, mostly through a
mixture of apathy and obliviousness than virtue. Where I did always excel at being detrimental
however was through my criminal lack of moderation when it came to junk food and alcohol. You
see I always liked a pie or two and wasn’t adverse to a nice bit of cake. Curry, pizza, chips – all
the usual salty fatty stuff really. I loved it all. But for as much as I liked a good feed, it was the
beer that really hit the spot. Beer was my Kryptonite. It was consistently the one determining
factor that held my performance back no matter how hard I trained, largely because of the
amount and frequency with which I would consume it. Was I an alcoholic perhaps? I’d certainly
been told by doctors more than once that I drank far too much than was good for me, and that
was when I was being frugal with the truth. I answered a short questionnaire on the Alcoholics
Anonymous website once but when I didn’t like the answer I simply convinced myself that it
didn’t apply to me. As I wasn’t hitting the Special Brew at breakfast or polishing off bottles of
spirits, I figured I was fine. I always saw it more as habitual drinking; I did it because I did it
yesterday, or because that’s just what I did on a Friday. Whatever the label or excuse, the end
result is much the same to your health. If the first place you go after a hard track session is the
off licence to grab a six pack as a reward for running hard, you’re not really taking your training
very seriously. When you walk into a supermarket and your seven-year-old son asks you if we’re
here just to buy beer again, I think it’s fair to say that you’re probably in that aisle a little bit more
often than you should be. The easy solution is just not to take your kids shopping but that doesn’t
really address the core issue. Spells of eating and drinking to excess interspersed with short
bouts of trying to lose weight was more or less the loop I’d been stuck on for as long as I could
remember.Weight had always been an issue for me as an adult and it had never completely
been under control. I used to think that throughout my many years of running, I had generally
been slim and fit with a couple of spells of being overweight and unfit, but when I sat back and
thought about it I could see that actually it had largely been the other way around. I always liked
to believe that I could carry off a few extra pounds as I stood pretty tall at six feet, although
talking to people about it honestly, apparently I was wrong. At my peak weight I’d squeezed
seventeen and a half stone into the trousers of denial, and at my lightest point had fleetingly
dropped to a touch over fourteen stone. Neither end of the scale was going to break any kind of
obesity record or get me on any kind of voyeuristic Channel 4 show but it was certainly far from
an ideal place to be, especially if you’re trying to be athletic. Running plenty of miles when you’re
heavy can still lead to improvements in fitness. A study published in the European Heart Journal
in 2012 highlighted the fact that you can in fact be fat and fit. Examining data on over 43,000
people researchers determined that being overweight or obese did not necessarily increase
your chance of dying from heart disease or cancer, providing you were metabolically fit. From a
running perspective you would obviously benefit from not carrying extra weight around with you
but you would get used to it and your muscles would build in strength to cope with the demand.



You’d be slower than you could be but you’d still be running. It’s for this very reason that I came
to be awarded the nickname of Bumblebee.In 2009 scientists at Oxford University’s Department
of Zoology used a wind-tunnel, smoke and high-speed cameras to study the flight of the humble
bumble, Bombus terrestris. What they found was a creature that was incredibly inefficient –
aerodynamically speaking – but that against all odds managed to fly using brute force rather
than wing-flapping finesse. Here was the basis of my nickname, not because of a love of honey,
or a penchant for stripy black and yellow shirts, but apparently because although I could run a
bit, I was actually so fat I didn’t look like I should be able to. If you would like to pause reading
this book for a second and look up the phrase ‘backhanded compliment’ in the nearest
dictionary, I think you will find this as an example.At my heaviest point I was squarely classified
as obese - a whole bracket more than just overweight. I’ve always thought that it’s not a very nice
looking word, obese. Maybe that’s the point, it’s not meant to be. As an adjective it’s certainly far
from the most offensive thing a person could be characterised as but it’s certainly not a word that
has a hugely positive purpose in life. It’s just got nothing going for it – it’s not even going to land
you a high score in Scrabble. Unfortunately for me however it was factually accurate in a
descriptive sense. I remember when I was about ten years old once asking my mum if my dad’s
extra-large trousers would fit me when I was a grown-up and they both just laughed. Looking
back now I don’t know if that was just because they found my juvenile naivety humorous and
endearing, or if it was actually nervous laughter attempting to mask the inevitable truth of beef
dripping and genetics from a child. As a kid I always thought that middle-aged spread was
something my dad had in his sandwiches, but now I realise it had been in mine all along too.
Maybe I should’ve stuck with the free school dinners.It was summer 2012 and it was all a bit out
of control really. My forty-third birthday was fast approaching making it pretty evident that I wasn’t
getting any younger and I most certainly wasn’t getting any slimmer. I really wanted to do
something about it although in truth I was just too lazy to put the effort in or make any sacrifices
to look after my own body. Part of being delusional means that you often think that everything will
be just fine, regardless of your actions. Then one day late in July I was called into an ad-hoc
meeting at work with the rest of our small team by my boss, Remo. He'd been off for a few days
and had just popped into the office for a quick meeting to update us all with some news. Without
any drama or self-pity he sat there and calmly told us that he had been diagnosed with stage
four oesophageal cancer and had been given six to nine months to live. It was absolutely
devastating news that nobody had seen coming. Here was a seemingly fit and healthy guy in his
fifties with everything going for him. He was a husband, a father of five and a friend. I sat next to
him every day and we always enjoyed a good bit of banter and fun amongst the work. The news
absolutely hit me for six, not just the severity of it but the extremely stoic way with which he
handled it all. He left and we all held it together in the office for the next couple of hours in a
typically British way, mostly I think still in shock. As I drove home tears began to flow
uncontrollably and by the time I got there and broke the news to my wife I was a wreck. As a
child whenever I clashed with my mum and told her something just wasn’t fair, she always



stopped the argument in its tracks with a simple “Life’s not fair”. That day I realised she was
right.Up until that point I had been extremely lucky in my life and, other than my grandparents, I
hadn’t suffered any particularly close personal losses or tragedies. I know that people die every
day, people deal with loss and the world carries on regardless, but when it is so tragic and so
close it really does make you stop and think about your own life and what you’re doing with it.
Life can be so brief and it should be lived to the full and with my slacker attitude I realised I
wasn’t exactly giving myself the best chance of doing that. Whilst you never know what your
body has genetically scheduled for you, the very least you can do, the very least you owe
yourself and those around you, is to stay in as good health as possible so as to maximise your
chances of longevity. Isn't that just sensible?Over the next few days I decided that I really had to
take some decisive action. I wanted to tackle my age-old bad habits for good, lose some serious
weight and coerce myself into taking my health and fitness much more seriously. Running would
be key to this, that much I knew, but running what? Having taken on the half marathon distance
so many times, even whilst being properly fat, I knew that wouldn’t do it, nor being honest would
a marathon – I’d been there done that and got several t-shirts (although none that really fitted).
That’s when Karnazes’ superhuman tales of extreme distances and eating on the move flashed
back through my mind. We were about the same age, were we so different? Well obviously yes, I
hadn’t run across America, but hey, I liked running and I loved eating – both things an
ultramarathon dictates you to do quite a lot of – it sounded like my kind of event. Maybe that was
the answer – a massive mileage challenge. But wasn’t it just the runner’s equivalent of buying a
convertible and trying to cop off with someone half their age – a mid-life crisis with trainers and
power gels? It certainly had a ring of trying to prove oneself to it, proving that despite the beer
belly and the balding crown, there was life in these old bionic legs yet.Maybe just as OSI**
rebuilt Steve Austin I too could be rebuilt into something better, something stronger, faster and
slightly less fat – maybe even slim for once in my life. I liked the idea; it was a positive one, a call
to action, a challenge, but which ultra should I sign up for? The Western States 100 maybe?
How about Badwater? I could take on Karnazes at his own game. I don’t know though, they both
seemed such long way to go to just get a belt buckle, and I’m not sure it would even fit on my £3
reversible canvas belt from Matalan.No, I needed something closer to home and perhaps a tad
shorter and cooler than a 135 mile climb through Death Valley. That’s when I remembered a
conversation I’d had with Bill Graham, one of the coaches at Bitton Road Runners, about an
event he'd ran earlier in the year. It was a race that looped all the way around Bristol following a
footpath called the Community Forest Path. At around forty-six miles in length it certainly fell
under the classification of an ultramarathon and being in Bristol meant I could sleep in my own
bed at both ends of the day – providing I finished before the day was up. It sounded ideal, other
than the having to run forty-six miles bit. If anything was going to make me start taking my weight
and running more seriously it was the thought of having to slog my fat ass around the woods of
Bristol from dawn till dusk at the tail end of winter.So that was it, without hesitation; without really
thinking it through; and without explaining to my wife that I would be spending most of the winter



out running, the challenge was on – I was going to tackle The Green Man Ultra. I loaded up the
website and completed the entry form, pausing momentarily at the £45 entry fee – almost one
pound per mile – was that the price of redemption? Click, submit, done. There was no going
back now. The fat man would take on the Green Man, face-to-face in a personal battle of
strength, determination and mud. Only one could win but who would it be? As I put my wallet
back away in my pocket and slowly closed the lid of my laptop, I quietly hoped it wasn’t going to
be the other guy.2. Of Woodwose and Wistman“The woods are lovely dark and deep,but I have
promises to keep,and miles to go before I sleep,and miles to go before I sleep.” – Robert
FrostNot being Bear Grylls, Little Red Riding Hood, or a closet lumberjack, I’d not tended to
spend a huge chunk of my life in the woods. Past climbing trees as a child, I never felt the need
or inclination to visit more often. Woods are always portrayed as dark and dingy places where,
as children are often told, bears collectively eat picnics on a daily basis. If I had grown up in the
American Midwest then I’m sure I would have been taken into the wilderness as a boy and
taught how to hunt and kill by my father, as he was by his – taught how to fire a gun; how to be
self-sufficient in the wild; and how to stitch up my own wounds like a junior John Rambo.
Growing up in seventies suburban Bristol however the closest I got to learning any woodland
skills was climbing trees whilst scrumping*** and shooting at empty baked bean tins with my
dad’s air rifle. I did fleetingly have a chance of gaining an adventure badge in the Boys’ Brigade
but not before I was thrown out for failing to attend church services (apparently quite important
for members of a Christian youth organisation). So exactly what grounding or qualifications I
thought I had to take on a forty-six mile run through Bristol’s distributed woodland I’m not quite
sure. To complicate matters further the Community Forest Path isn’t exactly a footpath as a
townie like me might think. To me a footpath is something that is designed for walking on,
running if you’re feeling sporty, but it’s a pathway marked out and more importantly, surfaced
ready for its sole purpose – ideally in slabs or tarmac. This however was an off-road event, also
commonly known as multi-terrain – multi in this sense meaning both wet and muddy. Just when
you thought it couldn’t get any worse, it turned out the race route wasn’t even really marked out –
you had to navigate it all yourself following the forest path signs and using a good old-fashioned
paper map. If you got lost, that was your problem. There were a handful of checkpoints along the
way to check your progress and ensure you didn’t keel over in a ditch and get forgotten about
but you still had to find those. Despite being an optimist, even I had started to realise this race
was going to be a big undertaking. However just like the very first half marathon I ran, it was a
challenge and if other mere mortals could achieve it then so could I. Instead of the usual
plodding up and down the Bristol to Bath cycletrack, this would take lots of off-road training,
plenty of research of the route, and more importantly significant weight loss and a huge
improvement in my fitness. It was clear this challenge wasn’t going to be achieved with any old
half-hearted attempt, which was entirely my plan.The burning question though was who is the
Green Man and why was he organising a race around Bristol in the first place? When I think of
green men my mind immediately jumps back to my childhood, reading comics and watching



trashy TV and I see Lou Ferrigno as The Incredible Hulk, getting all angry and throwing foam
boulders around after losing another shirt (yet keeping his jeans). But I was pretty sure this race
was nothing to do with him, Hulk was always much more of a smasher than a runner. Throw
Bristol into the mental search engine though and the next person who pops up is Dave Prowse –
The Green Cross Man.Probably best known as the body of Darth Vader in the original Star Wars
trilogy, Prowse was also a Bristolian seventies safety superhero, educating a whole generation
of children on how to cross the road without being mown down by a speeding Austin Allegro,
foolishly mixing cross-ply and radial tyres on the same axle. As part of a series of public
information films a costumed Prowse would use his teleportation device to suddenly pop up on
the roadside saving kids in the nick of time from certain Cortina doom before explaining the
Green Cross Code to them and warning that he won’t always be there when they crossed the
road. Obviously being an avid superhero fan I loved the films, mostly as they proved you could
be superhuman and broadly Bristolian at the same time – something Marvel comics never really
portrayed. Was Prowse the green man in question?Despite having his West Country Darth
Vader dialogue overdubbed by James Earl Jones in the films, Prowse toured science fiction
conventions talking about his time as part of the Star Wars universe. However, it had been widely
reported that he had fallen out with George Lucas a number of times over the years and was
now banned from official events. Whether that was true or not I didn’t know but if so did he really
need money so badly that he had to resort to playing on his seventies television fame and
putting on a foot race around his home town? Maybe that’s why it was all off-road – to keep
everyone safe from traffic. Looking at the event details closer I couldn’t find anything mentioning
either Prowse or the Green Cross Code anywhere in the race information or on the website.
Maybe he was actually fine for money after all and I had the wrong green man.However after a
bit more digging around it appeared I was actually (extremely tenuously) onto something, not
with the Green Cross Code, but with Prowse’s other alter ego, the Dark Lord of the Sith himself –
Mr Vader. In Star Wars, Darth Vader is a master of using and manipulating the mystical power
known as the Force. Lucas often described the Force as synonymous with a universal ‘life force’
– an energy field created by all living things that was utilised by the powers of good and evil.
Whilst this makes for the core of a great science fiction tale, like many film plot ideas it’s certainly
not a new one. The concept of some form of metaphysical power that pervades through all living
things goes back thousands of years and is littered throughout history, both religious and
secular. The Green Man, it turned out, was another manifestation of that same basic idea – a
mystical life-giving force interweaved through the seasonal cycles of the woodland. He is
everywhere, representing life, death and rebirth in the vegetative world. Steeped in myth and
folklore, the Green Man can often be found watching over us as a decorative architectural
ornament on churches and other buildings all around the world. He is commonly found as a
carved wooden or stone face surrounded by, made up of, and sprouting leaves and other foliage.
Ironically the National Cathedral in Washington DC actually has a stone Darth Vader head on its
Northwest Tower – I wonder if Prowse gets a royalty for that?The rather boring fact was that the



Green Man Ultra was simply so named because of the giant carved stone head of a Green Man
in the grounds of the Ashton Court mansion house in Bristol. Located in the red deer enclosure,
the head marked the start and finish of a circumnavigation of the Community Forest Path known
as the Green Man Challenge. First mentioned by Chris Bloor in his book, The Inner Path –
Closer to the Countryside, the intention of the Green Man Challenge was to introduce more
people to the countryside around Bristol by completing an entire circuit of the Community Forest
Path between dawn and dusk. The challenge can be undertaken at any time of the year, alone or
in a group and isn’t run as an organised event. The Green Man Ultra, organised by Steve
Worrallo at Ultra Running, took this same basic challenge but ran the whole thing under race
conditions, with an official 15 hour cut-off. You paid your entry fee, you got a number and if you
finished in time then you got a medal and a t-shirt. But it wasn’t only material possessions that
could be gleaned from completing the event – finishing the course in under twenty-four hours
automatically gave you the right to become a Woodwose and have your name entered in the
Forestal Book of the Honourable Order of Woodwoses.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Good Book But Not What I Expected. From the headline and
descriptions I had the impression that this was a story of a fat, out-of-shape guy who turned into
an ultra-marathoner. What the book is about is an experienced runner, with scores of races and
a number of marathons under his belt who wants to take it a step farther. He is an active member
in his local running club and is reputed enough to be called in as a local running expert for a
local BBC piece on a trail running event - what us Yanks would call a mudder.Still, he is carrying
too much weight despite his regular running, so his evolving from marathoner to ultra is in itself
an interesting from the human side. More interesting to me was how he organized a group of
runners, some experienced and others new, to train to make the races on the day of "The Green
Man" -a local race for him and his fellows.Good for him, good for his fellow runners and an
interesting story in and of itself. However, as I said I was a bit disappointed since the story was
not one I expected, so the 4 Stars”

Motivated Champion, “Good Read but Kinda Boring. Good story, but way too drawn out. I
skipped through a lot of it, because it was kinda boring in places. However, the fact that he
overcame such huge adversity is definitely something to be proud of and will empower others.”

Andrea, “Great. Well written and an easy read. Very good story of a normal dude who managed
to accomplish an extraordinary endurance event.”

jorday87, “Loved this book!. The stories were well told and kept my attention. The author makes
you feel as if you were right there with him training and racing. Highly recommend”

Richard Paradis, “Inspired. As a recovering athlete (traumatic brain injury) who has struggled to
regain lost skill, this was immensely moving. After my personal recovery began I gained a lot of
weight and still struggle to find the other guy/me. This was perhaps my most compelling read yet
in my personal journey. Thank you.”

Raul Garcia Jr., “Run your ass off. Good and fast read.”

Sandra fitzsimons, “Five Stars. Loved this book, what a great transformation.  Very inspiring.”

Phil, “Inspirational, fun, and very sensible advice from a real man, with a job and a family to add
to the running passion .... A great inspiration, and fun to read. I chose this book because it
promised a down-to-earth presentation of how to improve. The author made no claims that he
was a born athlete (quite the opposite, even if he had a strong running base already), and he
was open about personal motivations, progresses and setbacks, the need to combine the
passion of running with a full-time job and a happy family. Lots of things I can sympathise with ...



It was also a very pleasant surprise to discover we are (nearly) neighbours, so many of the runs
he describes are runs I can now think of incorporating into my own training. And even the Green
Man challenge will surely always remain a dream for me, it made discover a brand new
exploration ground on my doorstep, for walking with the family. So, in more ways than one, this
book has been inspirational.(and I like the informal style ... I hope to one day bump into the
author and congratulate him personally on his book, and his Green Man trophy :-))”

Debbie, “Absolutely loved this book. Absolutely loved this book. It was truly inspirational. The fact
that an ordinary person with no real athletic background could actually achieve that much is
incredible. It makes me feel I stand a chance of going further in running without being an elite.
From my point of view Ira became almost elite in his achievement by the end of the book due to
great determination and drive. The fact he also suffered some illness and injury, makes him
seem mortal like the rest of us! Up to that point I was beginning to think of him as a Super
Human!!The book was very readable and made you interested in all the characters he
described.I have never done Ultra Running, but it gave a great introduction to it. From being
something I thought I would never consider, it has made me think it could be on the cards one
day! The detailed and colourful descriptions of the routes he ran made visualisation of them
easy, and the unexpected photos at the end were a lovely bonus which showed me if my
visualisations had been correct! I really wanted Ira to succeed in his goals. He is an extremely
likeable person and the sentiments he shared with us about the other characters in the book
were genuinely touching. I laughed as well as shedding a tear!Now when I am out training I think
of him, and feel the Marathon and a good time is within my reach! Thank you Ira!”

Jemma Lewis, “Incredible. **Fatman To Greenman From Unfit To Ultramarathon**This story is a
warm account of a middle aged guy from Bristol (my hometown) who after learning his
colleague has terminal cancer decides to change his life and sets himself the huge challenge of
running a 45 mile ultra called "The green man"If you have ever found yourself like I have
wondering just how much goes into preparing for a race that long then this book really lifts the lid
on exactly how much training and preparation went into a race that would span 10 hours. Rainey
shares his journey from being a larger man to someone who is a shadow of his former self, the
book shows the mental changes and most heartwarming were the friendships made on his
journey.I personally enjoyed the book because he was speaking of places I knew and races I
had completed. Bristol is a big city and Rainey really did explore most of it on foot, in the rain
and other undesirable conditions, which is typical of the U.K and runners will appreciate just how
hard it is to get out the door on days when it's cold wet and miserable.Rainey speaks also as a
husband and a father and makes comical references to how to balance his passion for running
but also remain married! The focus of the book is not just his journey but other work friends and
ruining club friends who also contributed to his success. Because let's be honest we rarely take
the path less traveled alone do we, we all have a team around us in life that help and support us.I



really enjoyed the book and couldn't put it down, it was interesting, funny and very inspiring
especially for someone like myself who is also undertaking this journey this year. I would
recommend this book for anyone who has a dream that from the outside looks impossible but
from the inside you know what needs to be done to get it to become a reality. This book shows
you just how you can go from ordinary to extraordinary.Jemma LewisClevedon”

nictheplodder, “Lots of running and good story telling. Being Bristol born and bred, I knew I
would enjoy this book as it's always fun knowing the places mentioned. However, this book is
way more than a guide to Bristols (and Baths) running routes. It's an inspirational book about
how far you can push yourself with some solid training and a bit of self belief (even when that self
belief may be slightly delusional!)I really enjoyed it and Ira's writing style is very amusing. It
hasn't convinced me to enter the green man but who knows I might in 2016!! All runners should
read this book as they will recognise some of the same behaviours and challenges that running
throws at us. I will be using duct tape for all toe nail and blister injuries from now on!!! Top tip.If
you are considering an ultra or just want to know more about running buy this book and if you are
local to Bristol then it's e enjoy more fun.”

The book by Ira Rainey has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 197 people have provided feedback.
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